ULVERSTON & LOW FURNESS PARTNERSHIP  
Market Hall As Proposed Major Improvement Scheme
Elevation to New Market Street

Entrance to market hall refurbished with new automatic sliding doors and cantilevered cantilevered canopy over.

Brickwork and dressings cleaned and repaired.
Existing windows replaced with new. Possibility for art work to be incorporated into glazing.
Elevation to Side Access Lane (major improvement scheme)

Ulverston Town Centre Masterplan

Market Hall As Proposed Major Improvement Scheme

Ulverston & Low Furness Partnership

Capita Symonds
New entrance to market hall formed from side street. New canopy over to provide covered link between the market and possible shop units on other side of street and covered unloading space for traders.
Artistic focal points

Signed - Signed route by directional posts, marker stones
Measured - Distance markers showing the distance to Canal or Town Centre (very useful for healthy walking)
Artistic - Artistic paving, artistic focal points and artistic marker stones
Realistic - Realistic targets set for achieving the goal; realistic paving, realistic costs, realistic schemes
Targets - County Square and Canal Head

ULVERSTON TOWN CENTRE MASTERPLAN - STRAND 3 - CANAL LINK
Illustrations of artistic & interpretative street furniture, paving & signs